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12. REFCLKB Pin
Constraints
Known Issues This document discusses issues you might encounter in certain 
configurations of the Stratix® GX device. These issues are a result of a 
combination of resource utilization (REFCLKB pins that use Inter Quad 
(IQ) lines, signals (pllenable, pll_areset, and rxanalogreset), 
and software modeling.

The potential issues for certain configurations are described below:

1. The pll_areset and pllenable signals in a transceiver block 
reset its dedicated clock (REFCLKB) pad.

If the design uses the REFCLKB pin of the active transceiver block to 
feed core logic, there is no clock to the core logic if the pll_areset 
or pllenable signal is asserted. This problem could be severe if the 
clock from the REFCLKB pin is also feeding the reset controller/logic 
in the core logic. The system may never come out of reset in this 
configuration.

Modeling in the Quartus® II software simulation does not reveal this 
issue. This issue also exists for multiple transceiver block 
applications that use the REFCLKB pin for clocking.

2. Asserting the rxanalogreset signal of all four channels in a 
transceiver block resets its dedicated clock pad.

This might happen if, in the design, only the receive portions of the 
channels are used and the REFCLKB pin of the transceiver block is 
used to feed the clock to the core logic. This can affect any logic using 
the clock from this pad. This behavior is not modeled in the 
Quartus II software simulation.

If the reference clock to the receiver (rx_cruclk) is routed globally, 
the clock pad is not in use and will not flat-line the reference clock.

3. When the rxanalogreset signal of all four channels in a 
transceiver block is asserted, it also resets the transmitter PLL.
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If the design is using the transmitter PLL output to drive any clock 
into the core (any part of the device), asserting the rxanalogreset 
signal of all four channels also resets the transmitter PLL and affects 
the clock that feeds the core logic. This behavior is not modeled in the 
Quartus II software simulation.

Figure 12–1 shows an example of a problem configuration using the 
Stratix GX 25F device. This configuration is also applicable to all devices 
in the Stratix GX device family.

Figure 12–1. Example Configuration
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Quartus II Software Messages

The following sections provide details on the feedback provided by the 
various versions of the Quartus II software when the design contains 
configurations 1, 2, or 3, described previously.

Quartus II Software to Version 3.0 SP2

This version of the Quartus II software allows configurations 1, 2, and 3, 
and provides no warnings. Because the behavior of the configuration is 
not modeled, differences in functionality exist between simulations and 
actual silicon.

Altera® recommends that you do not run the reset controller off the clock 
from the REFCLKB pin. This might result in the signals to the GXB being 
deasserted asynchronously (with respect to the clocks from the GXB). 
However, a serial link usually goes through an initialization phase. 
Therefore, metastability issues might not be critical because the logic has 
enough time to recover during initialization.

Quartus II Software Version 4.0

For configurations 1 and 2, the Quartus II software version 4.0 prevents 
the .sof file from being generated.

■ The assembler (ASM) will have an internal error (IE). Here are some 
of the messages from the Quartus II software log:

● Internal Error: Sub-system: ASM, File: asm_cdr.cpp, Line: 839, 
Illegal Clock Placement. Problem between Quad PLL and the 
Quad Clock Pad. PLL has Enable connected

● Internal Error: Sub-system: ASM, File: asm_cdr.cpp, Line: 840, 
Illegal Clock Placement. Problem between Quad PLL and the 
Quad Clock Pad. PLL has Reset connected

● Internal Error: Sub-system: ASM, File: asm_cdr.cpp, Line: 863, 
Illegal Clock Placement. Problem between RX Channel Resets 
and the Quad Clock Pad. All RXs in Quad have Resets 
connected

f Please refer to recommendation n in “Recommendations” on page 12–5 
if you have an existing design (including the board) and cannot make 
changes.

The Quartus II software version 4.0 supports configuration 3. There are 
no warnings and results vary from simulation to actual silicon.
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Quartus II Software Versions 4.0 SP1 & 4.1 

For configurations 1, 2, and 3, the Quartus II software versions 4.0 SP1 
and 4.1 provide an error message if the resets are used as described in 
those configurations. Unconstrained flows create a fit that does not have 
the clock pin reset problem or a no-fit if such a fit cannot be found. 
Quartus II software versions 4.0 SP1 and 4.1 provide an error message.

■ User assignments that force the previously discussed issues with 
clock configuration yield a user error during fitter operation.

Examples of the error messages from the Quartus II software log are 
shown below. These are generated for configurations 1 and 2.

■ Error: Can’t place GXB pin HSDI_CLK1_IN_I at location AM7 
because of incompatible location or I/O standard assignments
Error: Can’t place input clock HSDI_CLK1_IN_I at pin AM7 which 
is in the same quad as XGMII

■ Error: Can’t place GXB transmitter or receiver channels and/or their 
associated I/O pins due to illegal location or I/O standard 
assignments or inappropriate device
Error: Can’t fit design in device

Figure 12–2 shows an example of an error message.

Figure 12–2. Error Messages

The following error messages are generated in the Quartus II software 
fitter for configuration 3.

■ Error: XGMII 
GXB_RX:GXB_RX_b|CUSTOM_RX:CUSTOM_RX_inst|altgxb:altg
xb_component|xgm_machine[0] exists in a Quad that has no GXB 
Transmitters and has GXB Transmitter PLL 
GXB_RX:GXB_RX_b|CUSTOM_RX:CUSTOM_RX_inst|altgxb:altg
xb_component|pll[0], but all the RXANALOGRESET signals are 
connected. This is not allowed.
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■ Error: XGMII 
GXB_RX:GXB_RX_a|CUSTOM_RX:CUSTOM_RX_inst|altgxb:altg
xb_component|xgm_machine[0] exists in a Quad that has no GXB 
Transmitters and has GXB Transmitter PLL 
GXB_RX:GXB_RX_a|CUSTOM_RX:CUSTOM_RX_inst|altgxb:altg
xb_component|pll[0], but all the RXANALOGRESET signals are 
connected. This is not allowed.

f Refer to recommendation n in the section “Recommendations” on 
page 12–5 if you have an existing design (including the board) and wish 
to keep the design.

Recommendations

The reset sequences described here are only recommendations. These 
recommendations are to guard against potential initialization issues. 
However, the transmitter PLLs within the transceivers are robust and 
should track the reference clock during a loss of lock conditions without 
requiring a reset. This reset signal must be used only if the PLLs fall into 
an unrecoverable state. During lab testing at the factory, the Stratix GX 
device did not require that the PLLs be reset. The PLLs have a wide pull 
in range and were able to relock to their respective reference clocks.

There might be situations where the read and write pointers in the phase 
compensation FIFO overlap. This will manifest as incorrect transmit data 
and in some cases, receive data. A digital reset should correct this error.

Here are the reset and clocking recommendations:

■ Do not run the reset controller off the clock from the REFCLKB pin. 
This might result in the signals to the GXB being deasserted 
asynchronously (with respect to the clocks from the GXB). However, 
a serial link usually goes through an initialization phase. Hence, any 
concerns of meta-stability issues may not be critical as the logic has 
enough time to recover during initialization. 

To issue a pll_areset or pllenable or rxanalogreset (receive 
only) with configurations 1 or 2 using the Quartus II software 
version 4.0, use the following INI variable:

asm_skip_gxb_clock_fanout_restriction=on 

For the Quartus II software version 4.0 SP1 (for configurations 1, 2, 
and 3), the setting in the Quartus II Settings File (.qsf) must be 

set_global_assignment -name 
STRATIXGX_ALLOW_CLOCK_FANOUT_WITH_ANALOG_RESET ON
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The equivalent INI setting is

asm_skip_gxb_clock_fanout_restriction = on

If you use the INI variable, you are not required to make any changes 
to the QSF. When you use the QSF setting, the Quartus II software 
issues a critical warning if you implement any of the configurations 
(1, 2, or 3). This critical warning message warns that these clock and 
reset configurations are not modeled in simulation and there will be 
differences in behavior between functional simulations and actual 
silicon.

Figure 12–3 shows an example of a critical warning.

Figure 12–3. Critical Warning

The critical warning in this case warns you that the pll_areset signal 
will power-down the clock pad.

■ Do not use the pll_areset, pllenable, or rxanalogreset 
signals in receive-only configurations. The Stratix GX device is used 
in various systems and configurations. Based on the feedback and 
tests performed in the lab, assertion of any or all of these reset signals 
is not required for the PLLs to recover if they lose lock.

The pll_areset and pllenable signals are power-down signals 
Assertion of these signals powers down the entire transceiver block. 
rxanalogreset is also power-down signal. Assertion of this signal 
powers down the receiver. For more information about these signals, 
see the Reset Control & Power Down chapter of the Stratix GX Device 
Handbook, Volume 2.
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■ You can use the REFCLKB pin on an unused transceiver block to 
bring in the clock. Altera recommends that you study the IQ routing 
to ensure that the transceiver block to be used can be reached from 
the selected REFCLKB pin. It might be possible to use the global clock 
pin for lower input clock frequencies. If the design requires using 
more than one transceiver block, there might be some restrictions 
because of the limited global clock resources. Please refer to the 
Stratix GX Device Family Data Sheet section of the Stratix GX Device 
Handbook, Volume 1 for more information on clocking resources 
available for each device in the family.

■ For designs that have receive-only configurations, try these 
solutions:

● While asserting rxanalogreset, ensure (if possible) that all 
four channels are not being reset at the same time.

● Do not use the transmitter PLL, train receive PLL from the 
receiver input reference clock (rx_cruclk). 

You must carefully evaluate your design based on the recommendations 
in this appendix. Because you can configure the Stratix GX device in 
many different ways, there might be some configurations that are not 
covered by this document. Please contact ALTERA Applications for 
resolution on issues that are not addressed in this document.
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